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ABSTRACT 

Many real-life applications need to handle and manage time pieces of information. Allen 

temporal relations are one of the most used and known formalisms for modelling and handling 

temporal data. This paper discusses a novel idea to introduce some kind of flexibility in defining 

such relations between two fuzzy time intervals. The key concept of this approach is a fuzzy 

tolerance relation conveniently modelled. Tolerant Allen temporal relations are then defined 

using the dilated and the eroded intervals of the initial fuzzy time intervals. By leveraging some 

particular fuzzy indices to compare two fuzzy time intervals, this extension of Allen relations is 

integrated in the Fuzz-TIME system developed in our previous works. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Among advanced databases we find in real world applications, temporal databases which manage 

temporal aspects (time, date ...) of the data they contain are often encountered. In such 

applications, temporal information is often perceived or expressed in an imprecise/fuzzy manner 

[1]. For example, periods of global revolutions are characterized by beginnings and endings 

naturally gradual and ill-defined (such as "well after early 20" or "to late 30"). Unfortunately, and 

to the best of our knowledge, there is not much work devoted to querying/handling 

fuzzy/imprecise information in a temporal databases context. On the contrary, in Artificial 

Intelligence field, several works exist to represent and handle imprecise or uncertain information 

in temporal reasoning (see for instance, Dubois et al. [2], Schockaert S. and De Cock [3], 

Badaloni and Giacomin [4]). 
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As mentioned above, only very few studies have considered the issue of modeling and handling 

flexible queries over regular/fuzzy temporal databases. In [5] [6], an approach that integrates 

bipolar classifications to determine the degree of satisfaction of records, is proposed. It relies on 

using both positive and negative imprecise and possibly temporal preferences. But this approach 

is still unable to model complex temporal relationships and cannot be applied in historical 

temporal databases (for instance, the user may request one time period but reject a part of this 

period, when specifying the valid time constraint in the query). Deng et al. [7] have proposed a 

temporal extension to an extended ERT model to handle fuzzy numbers. They have specified a 

fuzzy temporal query which is an extension from the TQuel language and they have introduced 

the concepts of fuzzy temporal in specification expressions, selection, join and projection. 

Tudorie et al. [8] have proposed a fuzzy model for vague temporal terms and their implication in 

queries' evaluation. Unfortunately, this approach does not allow to model a large class of 

temporal terms (such as: just after and much before). In [9], Galindo and Medina have proposed 

an extension of temporal fuzzy comparators and have introduced the notion of dates in Relational 

Databases (RDB) by adding two extra precise attributes on dates (VST, VET). Recently, in [10] 

we have proposed an extension, named TSQLf, of SQLf language [11] by adding the time 

dimension. TSQLf language allows for expressing user queries involving fuzzy criteria on time. It 

is founded on the fuzzy extension of Allen temporal relations already proposed in [2]. 

 

Unfortunately, all the above approaches consider (fuzzy) temporal relations only between regular 

time intervals (i.e., their lower and upper bounds are crisp instants). While in real world 

applications, time intervals are often described by ill-defined bounds to better capture the 

vagueness inherent to the available pieces of time information. 

 

This paper is a step towards dealing with that issue. It proposes an extension of Allen temporal 

relations to compare fuzzy time intervals. This extension relies on a particular tolerance relation 

that allows associating a fuzzy time interval with two nested fuzzy time intervals (i.e., the dilated 

and the eroded intervals). Based on these two nested intervals, in order to introduce some softness 

in comparing fuzzy temporal entities, tolerant Allen relations are defined. Particular fuzzy indices 

are used for the purpose of tolerant Allen relations computation. 

 

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide some background necessary to the 

reading of the paper and a critical related work. In section 3, tolerant Allen relations modeling 

and their handling are explicitly discussed. Then in section 4, we describe how we have 

integrated this extension in our FuzzFuzzFuzzFuzz----TIME TIME TIME TIME system. Section 5 concludes the paper and sketches 

some lines for future work. 

 

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

 
The purpose of this section is manifold. We begin by recalling Allen temporal relation, and then 

we recall some fuzzy comparators of interest. Finally, we present the dilation and erosion 

operations on fuzzy sets. This section is mainly browsed from [2]. 

 

2.1. Allen Temporal Relations 

 
Allen [12] has proposed a set of mutually exclusive primitive relations that can be applied 

between two temporal intervals. These relationships between events are usually denoted by 

before (≺), after (≻), meets (m), met by (mi), overlaps (o), overlapped by (oi), during (d), 
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contains (di), starts (s), started by (si), finishes (f), finished by (fi), and (≡). Their meaning is 

illustrated in Table 1 (where A = [a, a'] and B = [b, b'] are two time intervals with a and a' 

(respectively b and b') represent the two bounds of A (respectively B), with a < a'. 

 

2.2. Fuzzy comparators 

In this section, we recall two fuzzy comparators expressed in terms of difference of values. Such 

comparators capture approximate equalities and graded inequalities. 

Approximate Equalities and Graded Inequalities 

An approximate equality between two values, here representing dates, modeled by a fuzzy 

relation E with membership function µE (E stands for "equal"), can be defined in terms of a 

distance such as the absolute value of the difference. Namely, 

µE(x, y) = µL(|x - y|) 

For simplicity, fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations are assumed to be defined on the real line. 

Approximate equality can be represented by ∀ x, y ∈  ℝ 

µ
�x, y� = µ��|x − y|� = max �0, min �1, δ + ε− |x − y|
ε

��      

=  ��
� 1                             if |x − y| ≤ δ        0                             if |x − y| > δ+ ε
δ + ε− |x − y|

ε
          otherwise                       ) 

 

Table 1. Allen Relations. 
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where ρ and ϵ are respectively positive and strictly positive parameters which affect the 

approximate equality. With the following intended meaning: the possible values of the difference 

a - b are restricted by the fuzzy set L = 

Similarly, a more or less strong inequality

"greater"), of the form 

In the following, we take  ∀ x, y ∈  	 

µ*�x, y�  µ+�x � y�  max

  
��
�x

 

We assume , > 0, i.e. G more demanding than the idea of "strictly greater" or "clearly greater". K 

= �λ, λ�  ρ, �∞, �∞� is a fuzzy interval which gathers all the values equal to or greater than a 

value fuzzily located between λ 

membership function. See Figure 1. According to the values of parameter 

which indicates how much larger than 

“moderately”, “much”. In a given context G(0) stands for ‘>’.

 

Figure 1. Modeling "approximate equality" and "graded strict inequality".

2.3. Dilation and Erosion Operations

Let us consider a fuzzy set A representing a time interval, and 

E(L). A can be associated with a nested pair of fuzzy sets when using the parameterized relation 

E(L) as a tolerance relation [2]. Indeed, 

                                                          
1
 A = (A, B, a, b) stands for the trapezoi

(resp. [A-a, B+b]) is the core (resp. support
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are respectively positive and strictly positive parameters which affect the 

approximate equality. With the following intended meaning: the possible values of the difference 

are restricted by the fuzzy set L = �−δ, δ, ε, ε� 1. In particular a E(0) b means 

more or less strong inequality can be modeled by a fuzzy relation G (G stands for 

µG (x, y) = µK (x – y) 

�0,min -1, . � / � 0
ρ

1�      

�
� 1                           if x ! / � 0 � ,        0                                    if x  y � λx � y � λ

ρ
          otherwise                       ) 

> 0, i.e. G more demanding than the idea of "strictly greater" or "clearly greater". K 

is a fuzzy interval which gathers all the values equal to or greater than a 

 and ρ. K is thus a fuzzy set of positive values with an increasing 

membership function. See Figure 1. According to the values of parameter λ� ρ 
which indicates how much larger than b is a, may be linguistically labelled by “Slightly”, 

“moderately”, “much”. In a given context G(0) stands for ‘>’. 

Figure 1. Modeling "approximate equality" and "graded strict inequality". 

ion and Erosion Operations 

representing a time interval, and an approximate equality

can be associated with a nested pair of fuzzy sets when using the parameterized relation 

E(L) as a tolerance relation [2]. Indeed,  

                   

stands for the trapezoidal membership function (t.m.f.) of the fuzzy set A where 

a, B+b]) is the core (resp. support). 

are respectively positive and strictly positive parameters which affect the 

approximate equality. With the following intended meaning: the possible values of the difference 

means a =  b.  

can be modeled by a fuzzy relation G (G stands for 

> 0, i.e. G more demanding than the idea of "strictly greater" or "clearly greater". K 

is a fuzzy interval which gathers all the values equal to or greater than a 

. K is thus a fuzzy set of positive values with an increasing 

 the modality, 

, may be linguistically labelled by “Slightly”, 

 

an approximate equality relation 

can be associated with a nested pair of fuzzy sets when using the parameterized relation 

dal membership function (t.m.f.) of the fuzzy set A where [A, B] 
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� one can build a fuzzy set of temporal instants close to A such that A ⊆ AL
. This is the 

dilation operation, 

� one can build a fuzzy set of temporal instants close to A such that AL ⊆ A. This is the 

erosion operation. 

2.2.1. Dilation operation 

Dilating the fuzzy set of temporal instants A by L will provide a fuzzy set A
L
 defined by  µ34 �r� =  sup7 min �µ
8�9 �s, r�, µ3 �s��                                                                                   (1) 

               =  sup7 min �µ� �r − s�, µ3 �s��                                                                                    (2) 

               =  µ3⨁� �r�                                                                                                                     (3) 

Hence,  A� = A ⨁  L 

where ⨁ is the addition operation extended to fuzzy sets [13]. A
L
 gathers the elements of A and 

the elements outside A which are somewhat close to an element in A. See Figure 2.  

 

One can easily check that the fuzzy set of temporal instants A
L
 is less restrictive than A, but still 

semantically close to A. Thus, A
L
 can be viewed as a relaxed variant of A. In terms of t.m.f., if A 

= (a, a’, α, α’)
2
 and L = �−δ, δ, ϵ, ϵ� then A

L
 = �a − δ, a′ + δ, α+ ϵ, α′ + ϵ), see Figure 2.  

Example:  

If A = (15, 19, 2, 1) and L = (-1, 1, 0.5, 0.5) then  

A
L
 = (14, 20, 2.5, 1.5) 

 

Figure 2. Dilated and eroded time intervals of a fuzzy set of temporal instants A. 

                                                           
2
 with [a, a'] (resp. [a-α, a'+α']) represents the core (resp. support) of A. 
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2.2.2. Erosion operation 

Let L ⨁ X = A be an equation where X is the unknown variable. Solving this equation has 

extensively been discussed in [14]. It has been demonstrated that the greatest solution of this 

equation is given by X> = A ⊖ (-L) = A ⊖ L since L = -L and where ⊖ is the extended 

Minkowski subtraction defined by [11]: 

                           µ3⊝� �r� =  inf7 Aµ��r − s� ⇒C µ3 �s�D                                                             (4) 

where C a t-norm, and ⇒C is the R-implication induced by C and defined by ⇒C �u, v� =sup{λ ∈ 80, 19, C �u, λ� ≤ v} for u, v ∈ 80, 19. We make use of the same t-norm C �= min� as in 

the dilation operation which implies that ⇒C is the so-colled GoI del implication. 

Let �E8L9�M = {s, µ
8�9�s, r� > 0} be the set of elements that are close to r in the sense of E[L]. 

Then, the above expression can be interpreted as the degree of inclusion of �E8Z9�M in A. This 

means that r belongs to A ⊖ L all the elements s that are close to r are A. Hence, the inclusion A ⊖ L ⊆ A holds. This operation is very useful in natural language to intensify the meaning of 

vague terms. Now, eroding the fuzzy set A by L results in the fuzzy set AL defined by             

AL= A ⊖ L. 

The fuzzy set AL is more precise than the original fuzzy set A but it still remains not too far from 

A semantically speaking. If A = �a, a′, α, α′� and L = �−δ, δ, ϵ, ϵ� then      A� =  A ⊝ L = �a + δ, a′ − δ, α− ϵ, α′ − ϵ� provide that α ≥ ϵ and α′ ≥ ϵ. Figure 2 illustrates 

this operation.  

Example: 

If A = (15, 19, 2, 1) and L = (-1, 1, 0.5, 0.5) then 

AL = (16, 18, 1.5, 0.5) 

In the crisp case, A ⊝ L = Pa, a′Q ⊝ P−δ, δ′Q = 8a + δ, a′ − δ′9 (while A ⨁ Z = 8a − δ, a′ + δ′9). 
One can easily check  that  the following  proposition holds: 

Proposition 1. Using the t.m.f. of A
L
 and AL given above, we have: 

• �A��� =  �A��� = A  

• �A��� = A ⨁ 2L 

• �A��� = A ⊖ 2L 
2.4. Related Work 

Temporal information is often perceived or expressed in a vague and imprecise manner. Here we 

discuss some works related to the modeling and handling of imperfections in time both in 

Artificial Intelligence and Databases fields. 

 

The treatment of imprecise or uncertain information in temporal reasoning has been addressed for 

a longtime. Dubois and Prade in [15] discuss the approximate reasoning on fuzzy dates and fuzzy 
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intervals in the framework of possibility theory. Guesgen et al. [16] propose fuzzy Allen relations 

viewed as fuzzy sets of ordinary Allen relationship taking into account a neighborhood structure.  

 

Fuzzy sets, which play a key role in the modeling of flexible constraints, have also been used in 

different approaches based on constraints for temporal reasoning. Qian and Lu [17] have studied 

several propagation strategies for the treatment of fuzzy rules temporal networks. Barro et al. [18] 

have proposed a generalization based on fuzzy sets of time constraint and used possibility 

measures to verify the consistency's degree of a fuzzy temporal constraint network. Godo and  

Vila  [19] have defined a temporal logic approximated based on the integration of fuzzy 

constraints in a logical language. The inference system is based on specific rules treating fuzzy 

constraints and proposals degrees of certainty. Dubois et al. [20] have proposed a possibilistic 

temporal logic that a formula which is associated with a fuzzy set of dates when the formula is 

more or less certainly true.  

 

On the other hand, only few works have been proposed for dealing with imperfect data in 

databases. Billiet et al. [5] have proposed an approach that integrates bipolar classifications to 

determine the degree of satisfaction of records by using both positive and negative imprecise and 

possibly temporal preferences. But this approach is still unable to model complex temporal 

relationships and not applied in historical temporal databases (for instance, the user may request 

one time period but reject a part of this period, when specifying the valid time constraint in the 

query). Tudorie et al. [8] have proposed a fuzzy model for vague temporal terms and their 

implication in queries' evaluation. Unfortunately, this approach does not allow to model a large 

number of temporal terms (such as: just after and much before). Galindo and Medina [9] have 

proposed an extension of temporal fuzzy comparators and have introduced the notion of dates in 

Relational Databases (RDB) by adding two extra precise attributes on dates (VST, VET). The 

most disadvantage of this approach that cannot support some sophisticated queries that need a 

step of reasoning before processing. However, some comparators might not be in full agreement 

with the intuitive semantics underlying the notion of the temporal relations that refer to. 

 

However, in [10] we have proposed an extension, named TSQLf, of SQLf language [11] by the 

addition of the dimension time. TSQLf language allows for expressing user queries involving 

fuzzy criteria on time. It is founded on the fuzzy extension of Allen temporal relations already 

proposed in [2]. Recently, in [21] we have proposed a first step to introduce some flexibility in 

defining such relations between two fuzzy time intervals. This idea presents an extension of Allen 

temporal relations based on a particular tolerance relation that allows associating a fuzzy time 

interval with two nested intervals (i.e., the dilated and the eroded intervals). 

 

Unfortunately, all the above approaches consider (fuzzy) temporal relations only between regular 

time intervals (i.e., their lower and upper bounds are crisp instants). While in real world 

applications, time intervals are often described by ill-defined bounds to better capture the 

vagueness inherent to the available pieces of time information. In this context (i.e., bounds of 

temporal intervals are ill-defined), not much work exist in the literature. Except, the works done 

by Nagypal and Motik [22], Ohlbach [23] and Schockaert et al. [3]. Nagypal and Motik [22] have 

defined a temporal model based on fuzzy sets. This model extends Allen relations with fuzzy 

time intervals (ITFs). An ITF means a temporal interval with bounds defined in an imprecise way 

(for example, "the period from the late 20s to the early 30s" is an ITF with the following 

semantics (1928, 1933, 2, 2)). Nagypal and Motik have introduced a set of auxiliary operators on 

intervals such as, for example, the operator taking an interval I and built intervals containing all 
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instants which are before initial time I. Then, fuzzy counterparts of these operators have been 

defined on the ITFs. Extended Allen relations with ITFs were introduced using the fuzzy 

operators. Note that the composition of these relations was not discussed by the authors. 

Schockaert et al. [3] also proposed a generalization of Allen relations with ITFs. This 

generalization allows handling classical relations between imprecise events (such as, "Roosevelt 

died before the start of the Cold War"), and also imprecise nature relations (such as, "Roosevelt 

died just before the start of the Cold War "). The key notion used in this approach is the concept 

of fuzzy orders on time (as, for example, the fuzzy order that expresses how a moment a is much 

smaller than a moment b). These orders represented by parameterized fuzzy relations are applied 

to the gradual bounds ITFs to define, for example, the degree bb
<<

 (A, B) (expressing how the 

beginning of an ITF A, defined in an imprecise manner, is before the end of an ITF B defined in 

an imprecise way as well). In [4], Badaloni and Giacomin have developed a fuzzy extension of 

the algebra of intervals, named IA
fuz

 where degrees of preference (belonging to [0, 1]) are 

attached to each atomic relation between two classical time intervals. 

 

3. TOLERANT ALLEN RELATIONS 

 
The purpose of this section is twofold. We start by modeling tolerant Allen relations based on 

dilation and erosion operations. Then, we present the comparing indices of two fuzzy intervals to 

compute to what extent a tolerant Allen relation is satisfied.   
 

3.1. Modeling 

 

Using the dilatation and erosion operations defined above, we can provide the basis for defining a 

tolerance-based extension of Allen relations. For instance, the tolerance-based temporal relation 

corresponding to meet Allen relation writes:  

A toler-meets(L) B would correspond to AL before BL and A
L
 overlaps B

L
 

The statement A toler-meets(L) B means that the temporal relation between the two (crisp/fuzzy) 

temporal intervals A and B is perceived as a variant of meet relation thanks to some tolerance 

expressed by the indicator L. This is a human perception which is often encountered in real world 

applications (such as in managing historical temporal data, planning and scheduling, natural 

language understanding, etc.).  

The toler-meet relation gathers a class of Allen relations (i.e., before and overlaps) applied on the 

eroded and dilated time intervals corresponding to the original time intervals A and B. This boils 

down to compute the traditional Allen relations, before and overlaps, on fuzzy temporal intervals 

A
L
 and AL (since A

L
 and AL are fuzzy sets as shown in the previous subsection). 

Let A = �a, a′, α, α′� be a fuzzy time interval with a S = �a, a, α, 0� and a S ′ = �a′, a′, 0, α′� the two 

fuzzy bounds of validity of A. One can write A = �aT, a, a′, aT′�. Under these forms: 

� A
L
 writes �a −  δ,  a′ + δ,  aT���, aT ′���� where aT��� = �a − δ, a − δ, α+ ϵ, 0� and aT ′��� = �a′ + δ, a′ + δ, 0, α′ + ϵ�. 

 

� AL writes �a + δ, a′ − δ,  aT���, a′U���� where aT��� = �a + δ, a + δ, α− ϵ, 0� and        

 aT′��� = �a′ − δ, a′ − δ, 0, α′− ϵ�.  
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Example: 

Let A a fuzzy temporal interval representing the period from the early 20 until the end of 20. It is 

easier to see that A can writes A = �VT, VT ′, W, W′�.  

With VT = (1920, 1920, 3, 0) and VT′ = (1930, 1930, 0, 2). 

Given that α = 3, α’ = 2 and L = (-3, 3, 1, 1).  

Then  

A
L
 = � 1917, 1933, VT�[�, VT′�[�� where VT�[� = (1917, 1917, 4, 0) and VT′�[� = (1933, 1933, 0, 3). 

And  

AL = �1923, 1927, VT�[�, VT′�[�� where VT�[� = (1923, 1923, 2, 0) and VT′�[� = (1927, 1927, 0, 1). 

In a similar way, the tolerant counterparts of all Allen relations write:  

• A toler-meets (L) B as AL before BL and A
L
 overlaps B

L
. 

• A toler-before(L) B as A
L
 toler-meets(L) B

L
. 

• A toler-overlaps (L) B  as AL toler-meets BL. 

• A toler-during (L) B as A
L 

toler-equals BL. 

• A toler-starts(L) B as AL  during B
L
 and A

L
 overlaps BL. 

• A toler-finishes (L) B as A
L
 overlapped_by BL ˄ AL during B

L
. 

• A toler-equals (L) B as A
L
 contains BL ˄ AL during B

L
. 

3.2. Computation  

In this section, firstly, we recall the comparing indices of two fuzzy intervals proposed by Dubois 

and Prade in [24]. 

Let two fuzzy time intervals M and N expressed by quadruples of the form (m1, m2, α1, α2) and 

(n1, n2, ß1, ß2) respectively. Basically, there are four indices to interpret how M is greater than N 

(see Figure 3). 

d�M ≻ N� =  inf^,_{max A1 −  µ`�x�, 1 −  µa�y�D : x ≤ y}                                                     (5) 

d�M ≻c N� =  inf^sup_{max A1 −  µ`�x�, µa�y�D : x ≥ y}                                                     (6) 

d�M ≻d N� =  sup^inf_{max Aµ`�x�, 1 − µa�y�D : x < /}                                                       (7) 

d�M ≽ N� =  sup^,_{min Aµ`�x�, µa�y�D : x ≥ y}                                                                    (8) 
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Figure 3. Possibilistic indices of fuzzy intervals comparisons. 

 

Equation (5) expresses the certainty that x is greater than N, knowing that x is M. This means that 

M is necessarily greater than N. It can be expressed on the basis of a necessity degree of the 

proposal that M is strictly greater than N as follows: 

 ℵ`�9N, +∞�� = 1 − sup^h_min �µ`�x�, µa�y��                                                                       (9) 

 

Equation (9) refers to the degree of inclusion of the fuzzy set M in ]N, + ∞). Knowing that; 

 ℵ`�9N, +∞�� = Ness �x > i | . jk l� 
 

Equation (6) expresses the certainty that x is greater or equal to N, knowing that x is M. It can be 

expressed on the basis of a necessity degree of the proposal that M is greater than or equal to N as 

follows: 

 ℵ`�8N, +∞�� = inf^sup_ ∶_ h^max �1 − µ`�x�, µa�y��                                                             (10) 

 

Equation (10) refers to the degree of inclusion of the fuzzy set M in [N, +∞). Knowing that 

 ℵ`�8N, +∞�� = Ness �x ≥ N | x is M� 
 

Equation (7) expresses the possibility that x is greater than N, knowing that x is M. It can be 

expressed on the basis of a possibility degree of the proposal that M is strictly greater than N as 

follows: 
 Π`�9N, +∞�� = sup^inf_ ∶_ p ^min �μ`�x�, 1 − μa�y��                                                                   (11) 

Equation (11) refers to the degree of nonemptiness of the fuzzy set M ∩ 9N, +∞� of numbers 

strictly greater than N, given that they are restricted by M. Knowing that: ∏`�9N, +∞�� = Poss �x > i | . jk l 

Equation (8) expresses the possibility that x is greater or equal to N, knowing that x is M. It can 

be expressed on the basis of a possibility degree of the proposal that M is greater than or equal to 

N as follows: 
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∏`�8N, +∞�� = sup^,_ ∶^ p _min �µ`�x�, µa�y��                                                                       (12) 

Equation (12) refers to the degree of nonemptiness of the fuzzy set M ∩ 8N, +∞� of numbers 

greater than or equal to N, given that they are restricted by M. Knowing that: 

 ∏`�8N, +∞�� = Poss �x ≥  N | x is M�. 

Given these degrees of comparison between two fuzzy time intervals, we can use equation (5) 

redefined in terms of a degree of necessity by the equation (9) to assess the extent to which a 

fuzzy time interval A is greater than another fuzzy time interval B (see Figure 4), denoted by d�A ≻ B�  (with A = (a1, a2, α1, α2) and B = (b1, b2, ß1, ß2)) as follows; 

d�A ≻ B� = 1 − sup^h_min �µ3�x�, µv�y��                                                                             (13) 

 

=  w 1                              if ax − αx ≥  bz + βz       1 − ρ              if  ax − αx < bz + βz and ax > bz0                                   otherwise                       ) 
 

with ρ = ^d�{|dα|�
α|   and x = }~α|c {|xc α|  

To illustrate formula (13), let us consider the following example (where A = [25/10/2015, 

28/10/2015, 1, 1] that expresses time around October 25 and October 28): 

 

Case 1: B = [19/10/2015, 20/10/2015, 2, 2] 

  ax − αx >  bz +  βz � 24/07/2015 > 20/07/2015 then 

   d�A ≻ B� = 1 

 

Case 2: B = [19/10/2015, 24/10/2015, 2, 2] 

  ax − αx <  bz +  βz � 24/07/2015 < 26/07/2015 and 

  ax >  bz � 25/07/2015 > 24/07/2015 then 

   d�A ≻ B� = 1 −  ρ = 1 − }~d{|cxcα|xcα|   = 0,5 

 

Case 3: B = [19/10/2015, 26/10/2015, 2, 2] 

               ax − αx <  bz +  βz �24/07/2015<27/07/2015 and  

               ax <  bz � 25/10/2015 < 26/10/2015 then 

                d�A ≻ B� = 0 
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Figure 4. Comparison index d�A ≻ B�. 

 

Using the formula (13), we define in Table 2 a way to calculate the degree of tolerant Allen 

relations. We have used this formula because we need to be sure that an interval A is greater than 

another B. This means that A is necessarily greater than B.  

 

Table 2.  Tolerant Allen Relations (where d�b�� ≻ aT′�� = 1 − sup^h_min �µ}U4�x�, µ{T ′4�y��). 
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4. FUZZ-TIME SYSTEM 
 

4.1. Architecture Overview 

 
Here we give an overview of Fuzz-TIME system. It includes in fact two main steps and each 

step contains a set of modules. 

 

Step 1 begins with a temporal gradual query proposed by the user through a GUI of the Fuzz-

TIME system. The latter requests the user to define a validity interval for each fuzzy temporal 

specification. Then, TSQLf query is generated and sent to a main interpretation module. This 

module is composed by a set of submodules; each presents an alternative for managing TSQLf 

queries. The result of this module corresponds to an evaluation of an SQL-like query.  

 

The second step firstly proceeds to pass the query by reasoning module. The latter uses the 

inference machinery of fuzzy Allen relations. Then the request goes through the data 

management system to select rows that meet the required temporal criteria. Finally, the selected 

lines pass through the module of our system that calculates the degree of satisfaction of each line 

with the selection criteria. Then, the selected lines with their degrees are displayed to the user. 

 

4.2. Modules Description 

 
In [10] we have proposed an extension, named TSQLf, of SQLf language [11] by adding the time 

dimension. TSQLf language allows for expressing user queries involving fuzzy criteria on time. 

It is founded on the fuzzy extension of temporal Allen relations already proposed in [2]. We have 

implemented this language and developed a first version of the Fuzz-TIME
3
 system.  

 

In this preliminary version of Fuzz-TIME, queries involving fuzzy temporal criteria can be 

handled where the temporal relations can be defined in a fuzzy way but time are defined only in 

terms of regular (crisp) intervals. While in real-life applications, time intervals are often 

described by ill-defined bounds to better capture the vagueness inherent to the available pieces of 

time information. For this reason, in this work, we have introduced tolerant temporal relations to 

deal with this issue. Also, we have endowed our Fuzz-TIME Tool with the capabilities for 

handling such novel temporal relations.   

 

First, we present the architecture of Fuzz-TIME system. Figure 5 depicts the different modules 

necessary to processing an TSQLf query. In the Interface module, the user enters a gradual 

temporal query using a graphical interface, this latter gives him/her in the first place the 

possibility of choosing attributes, tables and built fuzzy temporal conditions, and second the 

system asks the user to identify the validity interval and the tolerance interval for each fuzzy 

temporal condition (i.e., the fuzzy parameter L). 

 

- If the user provides a validity interval with crisp bounds, then Fuzzy Allen Relation 

module (denoted by FAR) is triggered. More details about this module can be found in 

[10]. Note that in the case where the TSQLf query requires a phase of reasoning, the 

system calls the module Reasoning Step. This module leverages the inference machinery 

of fuzzy Allen relations developed in the first version. 

                                                           
3
 FuzzFuzzFuzzFuzz----TIMETIMETIMETIME: Fuzzy Temporal Information Managing and Exploitation. 
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- If the user gives a validity interval with fuzzy bounds, then the system automatically 

computes the eroded and dilated intervals. Thereafter, the system passes the request to 

the Query Interpretation module which transforms the request into a crisp query using 

the Tolerant Allen Relations module (denoted by TAR) using the principle of dilation and 

erosion operations. The result of this module is an TSQLf query to be sent to the 

management system database in order to select the attributes that meet the fuzzy temporal 

query criteria.  

 

Figure 5. Architecture of Fuzz-TIME system. 

The last module, Satisfaction Degree Computation, ensures the calculation of satisfaction degree 

of the TSQLf query at hand. The returned results are attached with a degree of satisfaction and 

then displayed on the user interface. 
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4.3. An Illustrative Example 

To better explain our proposal we present below an example from Archaeology field. Consider 

the Archaeology table (see Table 3) presenting the material remains from prehistoric times. The 

table schema is Archaeology (Code_Ar#, Name_Ar, Location, Date_Discovery, VST_Dc, 

VET_Dc, Date_Dated, VST_Dd, VET_Dd). Where VST_Dc means the start validity date of Date_ 

Discovery, VET_Dc means the end validity date of Date_ Discovery, VST_Dd means the start 

validity date of Date_Dated and VET_Dd means the end validity date of Date_Dated. 

Table 3. The Archaeology table. 

 

4.4. Demonstrative Scenarios  

We will demonstrate the functioning of our FuzzFuzzFuzzFuzz----TIMTIMTIMTIME E E E system by presenting some particular 

queries over archaeological databases. 

 

• Q1: Show archaeological discoveries that took place during the 3rd quarter of 2000. 

 

Here the user asked a query with a fuzzy temporal condition (3rd quarter) but we can easily 

interpret the validity interval of the fuzzy temporal condition corresponding to [01/07/2000, 

30/09/2000]. So the solution is a simple SQL query. 

 

   Select * 

   From Archaeology A 

   Where A.VST > 01/07/2000 and A.VET < 30/09/2000; 

 

• Q2: Show archaeological discoveries that took place just after the Second World War. 

 

The user indicated in this query a fuzzy temporal constraint (Second World War). So we must 

proceed with the generation of a TSQLf request. According to the principle of TSQLf query, the 
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system must ask the user to specify a valid interval for fuzzy temporal constraint proposed by the 

user. Indeed two cases are possible here: 

 

i) the user can define a validity interval with two crisp bounds [VST, VET]. For 

example [01/09/1939, 02/09/1945] 

 

So here we use the first principle of the TSQLf approach and the request will be 

 

   Select * 

   From Archaeology A 

   Where A.VET > 02/09/1949; 

 

ii) the user can define a validity interval with two fuzzy bounds [VST, VET]. For 

example [Before the end of 1939, Just before end of 1945]  

 

So the bounds of validity interval defined by the user are fuzzy, consequently 

TSQLf query should use the principle of Tolerant Allen Relations; the system 

asks the user to define a fuzzy set A = (a, a’, α, α’) for the validity fuzzy interval 

and a fuzzy set L = (-δ, δ, ε, ε). For example: A = (20/09/1939, 10/09/1945, 7, 5) 

and L = (-3, 3, 2, 1). Then the system generates automatically two intervals the 

eroded and dilated ones. Thereafter it generates a TSQLf query using Tolerant 

Allen Relations proposed in section 3. 2. 

4.5. Implementation and Interface  

We present in this section some user-friendly interfaces that help to make gradual temporal 

queries based on tolerant Allen relations. It can help users for expressing temporal terms in a 

fuzzy way. The tool we have developed acts as an JAVA interface with the Oracle DBMS and 

generates TSQLf queries directly executable by calls to functions and PL/SQL bloc stored. The 

interface is connected to the database so as to store the tables in the field study that incorporates 

fuzzy temporal aspects. In this way, it is possible to add for each table, which contains a 

crisp/fuzzy temporal attribute, two specific temporal attributes (VST, VET).  

 

Our first approach proposed in [10] is still functional in our Fuzz-TIME system, Figure 6 shows 

the possibility that a user can enter a query with a temporal fuzzy constraint then he can define 

the validity interval with two crisp dates. 

 

The extension integrated in Fuzz-TIME tool allows, first, to accept the definition of fuzzy 

temporal condition (Figure 7), and second, the definition of validity interval and tolerance 

interval for each fuzzy temporal condition. Here the user can introduce fuzzy bounds for each 

validity intervals (Figure 7).  
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Figure 6. Definition of fuzzy temporal conditions with crisp bounds.

Figure 7. Definition of fuzzy temporal conditions.

After the step above, the tool informs the user that the bounds introduced are fuzzy so it is 

necessary to define the fuzzy set 

fuzzy set L. The aim is to generate automatically the pair intervals (dilated and eroded ones). 

Then, the generated TQSLf query is submitted to the database to select rows that match its fuzzy 

temporal criteria. Finally, a degree of satisfaction is calculated and assigned

(Figure 8 and Figure 9). 
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Figure 6. Definition of fuzzy temporal conditions with crisp bounds. 

Figure 7. Definition of fuzzy temporal conditions. 

After the step above, the tool informs the user that the bounds introduced are fuzzy so it is 

fuzzy set A corresponding to a fuzzy temporal condition as well as the 

aim is to generate automatically the pair intervals (dilated and eroded ones). 

Then, the generated TQSLf query is submitted to the database to select rows that match its fuzzy 

temporal criteria. Finally, a degree of satisfaction is calculated and assigned to each selected line 
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After the step above, the tool informs the user that the bounds introduced are fuzzy so it is 

corresponding to a fuzzy temporal condition as well as the 

aim is to generate automatically the pair intervals (dilated and eroded ones). 

Then, the generated TQSLf query is submitted to the database to select rows that match its fuzzy 

to each selected line 
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Figure 8. Result of an TSQLf query. 

 
 

Figure 9. Result of an TSQLf query 
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5. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, we have defined the principle of tolerance-based of Allen temporal relations to 

manage time intervals with fuzzy bounds. The key notion of this extension is the dilation and 

erosion operations defined on fuzzy time intervals. Then we have defined a way for computing 

such introduced relations by leveraging fuzzy indices comparison. A new version of our Fuzz-

TIME System is developed. It allows handling temporal queries where time can be expressed in 

terms of fuzzy intervals.  

 

As for future immediate work, we first plan to establish the complete set of composition rules of 

the tolerant Allen relations for the purpose of reasoning and inference. Second, we incorporate 

such reasoning in our Fuzz-TIME System. Another line of future research is to investigate the 

issue of uncertainty in temporal relations in the spirit of [25].   
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